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Guru Sitaram Goel explains away the mindset & psyche of the "beef eating Hindu"

types in his own unique & distinctive style in his book "Hindu Society Under

Siege". No one puts it across with such piercing clarity as guru SRG does. I'll just

quote him in the next few tweets (1)

"The Hindu who is addicted to Macaulayism lives in a world of his own which has hardly any contact with the traditional

Hindu society. He looks forward to the day when India will become a society like societies in the West where the rate of

growth, the gross national product..(2)

...and the standard of living are the only criteria of progress. He is tolerant towards religion to the extent that it remains a

matter of private indulgence and does not interfere with the smooth unfoldment of the socio-political scene... (3)

..Personally for him, religion is irrelevant, though some of its rituals and festivities can occasionally add some colour to life.

For the rest, religion is so much obscurantism, primitive superstition and, in the Indian context at present, a creator of

communal riots" (4)

"It should not, therefore, be surprising if this self-forgetful, self-alienated Hindu who often suffers from an incurable

anti-Hindu animus, turns his back upon Hindu society and culture and becomes indifferent to their fate... (5)

...He cannot help having not much patience with the traditional Hindu who is still attached to his spiritual tradition, who flocks

to hallowed places of pilgrimage, who celebrates his festivals with solemnity, who regulates his daily life with rituals and

sacraments... (6)

... He also cannot help being indulgent towards those who are hostile to the traditional Hindu and who heap contempt and

ridicule on him, no matter to what community or faith they belong, though he may not share their own variety of religious or

ideological fanaticism." (7)

These few lines sums up the psyche of the HINO. What foresight this great man had. The one reason why I'll never stop 

admiring Guru SR Goel. 

 

Hinos will side with cow murdering barbarians just to spite the traditional Hindu. What lowlives! 
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... He also cannot help being indulgent towards those who are hostile to the traditional Hindu and who heap contempt

and ridicule on him, no matter to what community or faith they belong, though he may not share their own variety of

religious or ideological fanaticism." (7)

— Ugra (@_ugra_) January 3, 2021

Find more such profound Sitaram Goel quotes here. I'll keep sharing excerpts from his works occasionally & adding them in

the below twitter moment. https://t.co/36KrgksZmn
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